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Abstract:- The paper outlines implementation of a secure
industrial asset management system using Ultra High Frequency
Radio Frequency Identification. The system methodology places
emphasis on security and usability of the system. To conveniently
facilitate updation and movement of assets without using an RFID
reader, the paper describes the use of QR code.

database, a tag is attached to the asset and is scanned to be
added to the DB. This helps in detecting movement of the asset
in a premises where multiple UHF RFID readers are installed
to track and manage movement of each asset.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally asset management has been done using Barcode
[1] and associated methods. Asset security in most industries is
implemented using physical security checkpoints aided by
security personnel. Prior implementation of asset tracking has
been done using RFID systems[2] and WLAN[3]. These
systems have lacked essential management features like a user
interface and security alerts.
Use of modern web technologies in conjunction with low
power modern microcontrollers can provide an effective
mechanism for asset management. Implementation of three tier
web architecture enables the system to be scalable and fault
tolerant. Use of modern responsive web technologies to create
the user interface ensures greater adaptability, acceptability and
consistency. The aforementioned model also eliminates
duplication of effort in conventional systems that posed the
need for a separate website optimized for handheld devices.
With close to 700 million internet users in India [4] and a
similar number of smartphones in the country, it makes sense
to implement a mobile first approach in the system. The
availability of a camera in addition to GPRS support in almost
all modern smartphones allows us to use QR code in
conjunction with UHD RFID in the system for enhanced
convenience.
Finally, considering the sensitive nature of asset tracking
systems, it is trivial to develop a secure system that is resilient
against common web attacks.
HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
The RFID tags deployed in the project use the 915MHz
frequency band with the maximum operating distance of 10
metres from the reader. Ultra High Frequency is used because
it supports high speed data transfer upto 128kbps. Prior
research shows that UHF RFID can perform remarkably well
at operating distance of upto 6 feet in terms of error rate[5].
Whenever a device or an asset is to be registered to the
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Fig. 1 Hardware Architecture Flowchart

Fig.1 shows the complete flow of our main system. To
eliminate the need of an RFID reader everytime the asset
information needs to be updated, we implement the use of a QR
Code. QR codes also facilitate easy high speed detection using
handheld smartphones without worrying about alignment of the
reader [6]. Each asset has a tamper proof QR code sticker
installed on it which is linked to the asset and RFID tag at the
time of registration. To update any information about the asset
user can scan the QR code via the desktop or mobile application
and can then perform requisite operations like updating or
accessing the asset information based on the role based access
control policy.

Fig. 2 Main System PCB Schematic

In developing economies like India, GSM has better network
coverage compared to LTE which is still catching up[7]. This
is the reason the SIM800L module[8] has been used for
communication with the API Server. SIM800L module
works
on
frequencies
GSM850MHz,
EGSM900MHz,PCS1900MHz and DCS1800MHz. It is a
quad band GSM/GPRS Module. The communication system
uses this module to send and receive asset data from the API
server. When an asset is detected by the UHF RFID Receiver,
an SPI interrupt calls an ISR on the main system which in turn
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sends a trigger to the API server in form of an HTTPS request
to keep track of the moving asset.
Fig.2 Shows the PCB Schematic of the main system. The
system uses AtMega328p, a low power 8 bit microcontroller
based on AVR RISC architecture[9]. The microcontroller
communicates with the UHF RFID reader over SPI
Communication channel. The microcontroller communicates
with the SIM800L module using software defined serial port.
This configuration is optimal because native support for SPI
leads to a lower error rate for RFID[10]. Moreover, the GSM
module is a secondary device which is used only when the data
is being sent to the API server. The UART port of the
microcontroller is left unconnected for debugging and testing
purposes.
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
The software implements a three tier architecture to support
flexibility and scalability[11]. The backend of the software has
been created using Django. Django is a web development
framework based on Python that allows for quick development
of secure web applications[12.] For the data storage, we use
PostgreSQL because of its support for custom data types [13]
including lists that allow for fast traversal of updation history
of assets. The front end is based on Responsive web design
principles using Bootstrap. Bootstrap allows the use of a
flexible grid system to display the content uniformly to users
across various devices[14]. We use serializers to properly
format output in JSON and to validate and transform input
JSON to native python data types.Additionally, in line with
REST API best practices [15], the use of Django routers and
viewsets facilitate clean URIs that communicate the API
resource model to developers while allowing for CRUD
operations on the same URI using appropriate HTTP methods.
The system allows the following operations
1. Login
2. Creating Assets
3. Retrieving Assets
4. Updating Assets
5. Deleting Assets
6. Listing Assets
7. Viewing Summary
Apart from login, as outlined in Fig. 3, all the operations need
the request to be authenticated using the Authorization cookie
and the user needs to have access to perform the said operation.

Fig. 3 Software Architecture Flowchart

The system is deployed using gunicorn which is a WSGI server
for UNIX based systems. Gunicorn allows for multiple
synchronous workers with multithreading support.

USABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
The data has been displayed on the website using ChartJS in
line with visualization best practices. Multiple temporal series
of cost and expenditure analysis have been plotted on
differently shaded line charts [16].
Responsive Web Design (RWD) methodology has been
implemented in the project with emphasis on the mobile first
approach. RWD allows for a consistent experience across
various devices. To facilitate better user retention[17], the web
page makes use of lazy loading of images and deferred loading
of javascript files. In addition, static assets are cached to allow
for faster subsequent access. Moreover, the application uses
django thumbor to dynamically resize images according to the
user device.
SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
To mitigate insecure direct object reference (IDOR)
vulnerability[18], we encrypt the QR code using AES 256
encryption.
Considering the inherent sensitivity associated with asset
management systems, two factor authentication using SMS is
implemented in the system [19] which allows for mitigation of
keylogging attacks in the system [20] and improves the
confidence of the user in the system.
Role based access control is implemented to enforce
authorization [21] In our system, this is implemented by
creating groups and assigning users to one of these groups.
These groups act as roles with a defined level of access to the
various API endpoints. Session management poses inherent
risks in token generation and session management mechanisms
[22]. To combat vulnerabilities pertaining to Token generation,
Mersenne Twister[23] along with OS Specific randomness
generation available in the Python library is used as the Pseudo
Random Number Generator (PRNG) to generate the token for
the user. Implementation of the system on UNIX based systems
make use of the urandom pool which uses device driver noise
for entropy as the seed to Mersenne Twister. To mitigate the
flaws in the session management mechanisms, the use of
HttpOnly attribute is used to limit the scope of authentication
cookies to HTTP requests[24]. Moreover, the use of HTTP
Strict Transport Security (HSTS) is enforced to force clients to
connect to the server over HTTPS connection to prevent click
through vulnerability. [25]
CONCLUSION
Ultra High Frequency RFID based systems can be effectively
used in domains like industries, institutions and hospitals to
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effectively manage physical assets. The use of Quick
Response(QR) codes can eliminate the need of having an RFID
reader for updating the assets and can provide a manifold
increase in productivity. The three tier web architecture ensures
that the system can easily scale horizontally and handle
thousands of requests per second from the array of sensors.
These systems can effectively provide high usability to new
users following techniques outlined in the ISO 9241-11:2018
standard by implementing techniques that improve the
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction of the system.
Responsive Web Design (RWD) can effectively provide users
with a consistent experience and increase retention time.
Furthermore, implementation of security best practices can
provide resilience against attacks mentioned in the OWASP
Top 10 repository[26].
FUTURE SCOPE
The use of ceramic tamper proof RFID tags may be explored
in the system to provide a higher level of physical security. In
addition, deployment of the application to robust infrastructure
with failover using modern web technologies may be
implemented. Finally, the development of the application may
be done natively for android and iOS platforms for the
performance and usability improvement it provides[27].
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